Crews Return to Machines
As Wind Makes the Charles Too Rough for Safe Rowing

Thin Layer of Ice Hemis in Boat house so that Plans for Early Workouts on River Cannot be Carried Through

Bill Haines and all who are vitally interested in crew have been strenuously trying to get the first day's practice in during the past few days. Bill Haines is still taking a crew crew on the Charles and has been trying to get them into the river. Unfortunately, the wind has been blowing hard and the Charles has been covered with a thin layer of ice, making it impossible to row. The crew have been using the boats on the shore, but this is not satisfactory. The only hope is that the weather will improve soon.

Despite the extremely cold weather that has been prevailing for the past few days, Bill Haines is still taking a crew on the Charles, even though the water is too rough to row in. He has been trying to get them into the river, but the wind has been blowing hard and it is impossible to row. The crew have been using the boats on the shore, but this is not satisfactory. The only hope is that the weather will improve soon.

Bowdoin Fencers Conquer Beavers in Hard Contest

After Winning Fall Technology is Defeated in Epics and Loses Meet

LEVIS INDIVIDUAL STAR

Major illness in North Hall Monday night caused the death of a student, and the loss of a valuable member of the class. The student died as the result of a fall sustained in an accident that occurred in the gymnasium. The student was a member of the fencing team and was a star performer in the épée section.

The fencing team was in action in the gymnasium on Monday night when the accident occurred. The student was engaged in a match against a member of the opposing team when he was thrown to the floor and sustained the injury. The student was taken to the hospital, but his condition was critical and he died on the operating table. The funeral will be held on Thursday morning.

Gymnasts Take On Dartmouth Next Saturday

Gymnastics is required for admission. Leads to degree of LL.M. Students in principles of special scholarships $75 per year. For catalogue address, "The Boston School."